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To editor

Thanks for your comments:

We have corrected the errors accordingly.

1. We notice the order of authors provided on the title page is different from the order listed in the submission system. Please confirm the correct order of authorship and provide the correct order in both the submission system and on the title page.

   We rechecked this problem again.

2. Please ensure that all figures/tables and supplementary files are cited within the text. Any items which are not cited may be deleted by our production department upon publication. Currently, Figure 2 is not referenced in the main text of the manuscript.
It is our mistake about the placement of Figure 2. In the revised manuscript, Figure 2 is referenced in the section of Result.

3. In your Ethics approval section, please clearly state who waived the need to obtain informed consent for your study.

We have modified this part as followings: This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Kaohsiung Chang Gung memorial hospital (IRB No: 1608300002). The need for informed consent of all the enrolled subjects was waived due to the retrospective nature of this study.

4. At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colors. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.

We have uploaded the files accordingly.